ATTRACTIONS.
[ART. 153
Then by (4) the symmetrical expression 17" takes either of the forms                 U^jr^da + larfVp'dv...............(9)
(10).
The equality of the expressions (6), (9) and (10) is usually called Green's theorem.
150.   If the functions V9 V satisfy Laplace's equation we have p = Q, // = 0, the equality then becomes
lTZ*-irg*...............<'n
151.   Let F, V be the potentials of two attracting systems.   Lot W he the mutual work of the first and that portion of the second system which is internal to S ; let W be the mutual work of the second and that portion of the first which m internal to S.   Then, by Art. 59, Green's equation becomes
U=fVFd<r + 4vW=$V'Fdff + -ivW'   ..................... (13),
where F, F' are the outward normal components of force at the element Jcr.
The expression for U admits also of interpretation. Let (XYZ), (X1 }*'%') he the components of force due to the two systems at any point (xys) within X. Let jR, R' be the resultant forces, <f> the angle between the direct ions of It. A". Then, by(l),                       ir=J(ArA"+IT/ + ^^')</p=r/^A"niH0r/r .................. (M).
If the two systems are the same, i.e. if the particles occupy the Hume pohitiuiiH in the two systems and have equal masses, Green's equation becomes
where F is the outward normal force at the element drr.
152. Instead of considering the space internal tu X «v mntj inttujrtitr thnnnih the space between S and a sphere of infinite radius cnrhmntj X «ml harintj ita centre at a finite distance from 8. We must then of course include this .^plu-n1 in tlw surf ace integration over S. Let F, V le the pntfutinls t>f mnni* /««//:••»•.•.• ,!/, .W rr^n't'-tivdy, then for points on the surface of the .split-re V= M .<i smd dr'jdn- • M'la'1 also d<r=a*dw, where a is the radius and dw IK the elementary sulitl anjjjlc huhfeiulL-d at the centre by do: We therefore have for the sphere
and this is zero when a is infinite. W« may therefore in this «•</.'•* »/y/'/v th? equality (9) and (10) without further chnnye to the xpace mttsidt' 8. \V<! notice that ./u is always to be measured outwards from the space over which the integration extends.
153. To deduce Gauss' theorem. Let us put. unity f<»r lr'* Since this value satisfies Laplace's equation, wu liavc p = 0. The equality (9) and (10) takes the form

